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JMU athletes
protest CAA ban
By SAVANNAH REGER
& MADISON HRICIK
The Breeze

“We’re an emotional team …
There [were] a lot of tears [and] a lot
of yelling.”
When the news broke Nov. 3
that JMU teams would be banned
from CAA postseason play if the
university accepted an invitation
from the Sun Belt, all of its studentathletes processed it in different
ways. Some took to social media,
posting about their thoughts with
“#LetUsPlayCAA,” while others, as
JMU lacrosse head coach Shelley
Klaes said, took it hard emotionally.
Since then, JMU has accepted
its invitation to join the Sun Belt
and left the CAA, sending in a
letter of withdrawal to the Colonial
Athletic Association (CAA) on Nov.
6. Since then, not only has the CAA
formally disqualified the Dukes,
but it rejected a waiver following
a student-athlete petition, sent to
CAA schools’ athletic directors and
presidents Nov. 10.

Origins of the ban
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STAND TOGETHER

It all started with a vote.
After the JMU Board of Visitors
(BoV) approved the Dukes’ plan
to move to the Sun Belt, the CAA
announced it’d enforce its bylaw
stating all non-football programs
would be disqualified from
postseason play, should JMU
officially leave the conference. The
report stunned the student-athletes
and administration involved,
saying it was like being blindsided.
“Having gone through a
worldwide pandemic and the state
of affairs in the country and the
world that is about taking care of
humans … I think everyone was
blindsided,” Steinbrecher said.
It was, however, more than one
vote. CAA chancellors and officers
made the initial decision to ban
JMU, but the Dukes appealed the
initial vote, which was once again
rejected by the remaining CAA
schools’ athletics directors and school
presidents.
see BLINDSIDED, page 17 JMU athletes protest the CAA’s decision to ban the university from conference playoffs. Courtney Ryder / The Breeze

Students push for increase in identity
inclusivity and expression on campus
By MORGAN VUKNIC
The Breeze

The crew of a capella group JMU Overtones gets
dressed and ready for a show at members’ houses.
As a mixed-voices group, the club has many
different gender identities within it. Because it’s
made by the club’s members to be a safe space for
everyone, Overtones member and senior musical
theatre major Brayden Paitsel said they can get
ready for shows with the girls or the guys and have
never felt excluded because of their identity.
“There’s never a moment of, ‘Where are we
going to get ready?’ or ‘What are we going to do?’
with us,” Paitsel said. “It’s always, ‘How would you
like to be included?’ and ‘OK, this is how we’re

going to do it; let’s have a good time and let’s look
beautiful and sing well.’”
JMU is classified as a primarily white institution
(PWI). In the fall 2020 semester, the number of
white professors in each college was generally
higher than the number of professors of color,
according to JMU’s Office of Institutional Research.
Out of 1,688 total professors for that term, only 249
— just under 15% — were people of color.
Some student organizations said they’re
working hard to become more inclusive in
regard to race, gender, sexuality and disability.
Leaders from these organizations believe this
increase in diversity will benefit their members
by making student organizations, and therefore
JMU, more inclusive.

The JMU Overtones, an a capella group, seeks to create a welcoming space. Matt Young / The Breeze

‘Address the issues’

Walking into orientation her freshman year,
Noa Banks Greene, senior health sciences major
and president of JMU’s chapter of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP), said she felt excluded because she’s
usually the “odd one out” in her classes.
“When I first came to JMU, in almost every room I
was the only Black person, and if there were another
Black student, I was the only female student,” Banks
Greene said in an email. “It felt like I wasn’t even
represented at the school and that JMU was using
my identity to make them feel more diverse.”
When asked about Banks Greene’s statement,
JMU Associate Vice President of Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion (DEI) Brent Lewis referred to previous
comments given to The Breeze for this story.
Along with a majority-white faculty, there’s also
a gap between the number of white students and
students of color. During the fall 2021 semester,
19,743 undergraduate students’ demographics
were recorded. Only 4,544, or just over 23%, of those
students were people of color, while the remaining
14,883 were white.
As evidenced by personal experiences and the
statistics, Banks Greene said, spaces like class
rooms and residence halls were not made to make
her, or people who identify like her, comfortable.
Now working with the Center for Multicultural
Student Services (CMSS) — which houses the
NAACP and D.E.E.P. Impact — Banks Greene said
she’s finally found her place at JMU and wants to
create a safe space for people of all identities.
see DIVERSITY, page 12

JMU joins Sun
Belt, makes
FBS jump
By SAVANNAH REGER & MADISON HRICIK
The Breeze

Jeff Bourne turned his head when he
heard his name called at the Atlantic
Union Bank Center (AUBC) on Nov. 6. A
JMU Athletics photographer summoned
him and pointed toward the small stage
set up on the court floor with four chairs
to the right, a podium and a table to
the left filled with JMU and Sun Belt
Conference decorations.
The athletic director was at the
press conference to announce JMU’s
acceptance of an invitation to the Sun Belt
Conference. He said years of research,
planning and patience landed the Dukes
into a conference that was the right fit
— that is, one with regional rivalries
and competition where JMU is an asset.
“The alignment with these institutions,
the commissioner like Keith Gill who
understands JMU and what JMU is, is
going to be a terrific thing.” Bourne said.
The photographer pointed to the table
holding the decorations and summoned
JMU’s long-tenured athletics director to pick
up the football sitting on it. From afar, the
ball might look like the typical pigskin — it
wasn’t. This one had “Sun Belt Conference”
written across it.
see ‘MADISUN,’ page 16
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LGBTQ safe space provides
support to community members

Matt Young / The Breeze

New location in downtown Harrisonburg
offers several resources for queer people and allies
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Opinion | Calls to defund the police
push voters away from left-wing politicians
The movement to abolish or reduce police funding is too radical
and dangerous and, in turn, is damaging to the credibility of Democrats
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Resources within the Friendly City Safe Space include a library, mental health room and self-expression closet. Courtesy of Daniel Bellerose

Here and queer
Local safe space provides support for LGBTQ community and allies

Thursday, November 11, 2021

By KAMRYN KOCH
The Breeze

When Daniel Bellerose came out in 2018,
they felt isolated and experienced a lack of
community support. There was only one
LGBTQ group that met in Harrisonburg that
Bellerose knew about, and it consisted of a
small number of people who weren’t a part of
their age group.
“When you’re early in the [coming out]
process, going to something really intense,
like a potluck where there’s like five people
there, it’s kind of terrifying,” Bellerose said. “I
definitely didn’t feel like there was somebody I
could talk to or somebody I could kind of base
my identity journey off of.”
Bellerose decided to change this, and
the Friendly City Safe Space was born.
Since February, they’ve worked to establish
Harrisonburg’s first downtown public LGBTQ
safe space. The goal of the space is to provide a
location for queer people and allies to gather,
get access to resources and feel welcomed to
be themselves.
Bellerose said they got the idea to create
the Friendly City Safe Space while they were
a volunteer with the Shenandoah LGBTQ
Center in Staunton, Virginia. They met with
the center’s executive director at the time,
Emily Sproul, who helped in the early stages
of the Friendly City Safe Space’s development.

“Rural LGBTQ centers are rare, but they’re
probably the most necessary location
for LGBTQ centers because geographic
isolation and social isolation are so big,”
Sproul said. “Folks are growing up without
any support or without any information on
what it means to be LGBTQ and where to
find resources and how to live a healthy and
happy life as an LGBTQ person.”
After the Friendly City Safe Space gained
some community support and partnered

with local faith community RISE, the
Shenandoah LGBTQ Center became
its parent organization and, Bellerose
said, everything snowballed from there.
However, the Safe Space’s journey wasn’t
devoid of hardship. Bellerose said the
Space was prohibited from establishing the
program at its first chosen location because
the landlord didn’t support its mission and
didn’t want pride flags put up. The Friendly
City Safe Space was supposed to launch

“Folks are growing up without any support
or without any information on what it
means to be LGBTQ and where to find
resources and how to live a healthy and
happy life as an LGBTQ person.”
Emily Sproul

Former executive director of the Shenandoah LGBTQ Center

in August when JMU students returned to
Harrisonburg for the fall semester, Bellerose
said, but this setback delayed its opening.
Despite the challenges, Bellerose said the
“little victories” are what keeps them going.
“The support that we’ve received has
been so much bigger than the pushback,”
Bellerose said. “I feel more energized by it
than anything.”
The Friendly City Safe Space had its soft
opening Nov. 6, and Bellerose said over 50
people from all generations came to the
event to see what the program offered. The
Safe Space has a lounge, LGBTQ resource
library and mental health room. There’s also
a self-expression closet for those who wish
to experiment with their gender expression
and free safe-sex resources available in
the space. The Friendly City Safe Space is
open Thursdays and Fridays from 4-8 p.m.
and Saturdays from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m, but
Bellerose said the Space plans to expand
those hours as the program grows.
Bellerose is accompanied by a
leadership committee made up of seven
people who help manage the Friendly
City Safe Space. Jennifer Iwerks, former
assistant director for Sexual Orientation,
Gender Identity and Expression (SOGIE)
programming at JMU, said she got
involved with the Safe Space in June and
is now a part of its leadership team.
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More time to study
JMU libraries’ hours of operations extended
By MICHAEL STALEY
The Breeze

health sciences major and employee
at Carrier Library, said she anticipates
scheduling issues and shifts needing to be
picked up during finals week because of
JMU’s final exam schedule. She also said the
library system is in compliance with the rule
JMU has that no student is allowed to work
more than 20 hours a week on campus.
“There has already been an increase in
students here at Carrier,” Marcotte said.
“I think we’re going to see almost regular
numbers here during the last week of school.”
Marcotte said her boss wasn’t going to
schedule her or any student past 10 p.m.
because the closest parking deck is far away
from the libraries. She said safety and wellbeing were top priorities in Campbell’s eyes.
Campbell said no plans are finalized yet,
but the next project after final’s week hours
will be spring 2022 operation hours.
“The very baseline will be midnight like it
is now,” Campbell said. “We have the staff; we
know we can do that seven days a week.”

Daniel Bellerose said the obstacles they face motivate them to continue working to make
the safe space better. Matt Young / The Breeze

gains traction. They said the leadership
team hopes to start hosting support groups,
workshops and seminars by the end of the
year. As a part of the Safe Space’s mental
health room, Bellerose said they’d like to
have a counselor who specializes in LGBTQ
identity development present for anyone
who may need those types of services.
Bellerose said the program held events —
like a concert, pride karaoke and drag show
— earlier this year and that these types of
events will begin again in December or
early 2022.
Iwerks and Sproul said they hope to
see the Friendly City Safe Space grow
and become a prominent part of the
Harrisonburg community.
When looking back to their past,
Bellerose said they never could’ve seen
themselves making an impact on their
community in this way. Bellerose said that
if they were coming out at this point in their
life, they’d feel comfortable to go to the
Friendly City Safe Space for resources and
support — and that’s a “huge step.”
“My whole life, I’ve wanted to do something
kind of big and impactful,” Bellerose said. “The
Friendly City Safe Space is the first step toward
empowering queer people to be brave in this
town very publicly, and I think that’s huge.”
CONTACT Kamryn Koch at kochkr@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Associate provost for diversity to
step down at end of academic year
By NEWS DESK
The Breeze

David Owusu-Ansah, associate provost for
diversity, will step down from his position at
the end of the spring semester, according to
an email from the Office of the Provost.
“Academic Affairs acknowledges the
importance of diversity and equity within
our division and emphasizes its pivotal role
in our scholarly community,” Provost and
Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs
Heather Coltman said in the email. “The
Academic Affairs leadership structure has
changed to acknowledge this necessity, and
it continues to evolve.”
Owusu-Ansah said in an email to The
Breeze that he’s decided to step down
because his work in diversity, equity and
inclusion (DEI) has led to the establishment
of DEI leaders in every college on campus.
“We have done a wonderful job and opened
doors for the inclusion for many others to
help with academic affairs diversity,” OwusuAnsah said in the email. “In a way, the work

has deepened, and
after three years in the
role of Associate Provost, it is only fair that I
step back.”
In Coltman’s email, she said OwusuAnsah will work as a faculty member in the
history department and continue his former
role as executive director for faculty in access
and inclusion. She didn’t say who’d replace
Owusu-Ansah in the associate provost
for diversity position, and in his email,
Owusu-Ansah said he’s unable to name his
replacement or how the position will evolve.
Owusu-Ansah said he’s enjoyed his job
and will continue to be a part of JMU’s efforts
toward diversity.
“I am very proud of the team and the support
of the Provost,” Owusu-Ansah said in the email.
“I think we are making positive change at JMU.
The JMU ‘Be the Change’ is more than a slogan.”
CONTACT the news desk at breezenews@
gmail.com. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk on
Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Iwerks said establishing this kind of space
in Harrisonburg is important because it
provides wider visibility for the LGBTQ
community in an area where queer people
may not feel as welcome. Growing up in
a rural town in North Carolina, she said
LGBTQ identities were never discussed,
which made it difficult when she came out
later in life while in graduate school.
“Coming from a similar environment,
it feels extra close to my heart,” Iwerks
said. “It’s just really meaningful to get to
be a part of creating something that can
help counteract that negative culture and
can create a safer and loving and more
affirming space.”
The Friendly City Safe Space is also
made up of over 40 volunteers. Bellerose
said those who sign up to volunteer must
go through a five-hour Safe Zone training
and get a background check before they
can begin. Allison de Blois, a graduate
student in JMU’s counseling program, said
they heard about the Safe Space through
social media and signed up to volunteer
in October. They attended the soft opening
and said it was an “emotional” experience
to witness the historic moment.
“I really hope to bring my best self and
be able to help others in the best way
possible in the space,” de Blois said. “For
me, personally, it would be great to just
continue to build community.”
Bellerose said there are still many plans
in the works as the Friendly City Safe Space

Leadership change
in Academic Affairs

Co

After fall break, Carrier Library and Rose
Library extended its hours of operation —
instead of closing at 10 p.m. Monday-Friday,
it now closes at midnight.
Before the pandemic, these libraries were
open to students until 2 a.m. on weekdays. Jeff
Campbell, head of library and information
services, said this change was made possible
by “creative scheduling.”
Campbell said many people who work in
the library systems opted to help and work
“the front lines” at these libraries to extend
the hours.
“This year is a little more different — we
happen to have a little more flexibility with
COVID-19 and operations,” Campbell said.
“It is kind of like a full, internal, hands-ondeck situation in the libraries.”
Campbell said he spoke to the Student
Government Association (SGA) and the
Student Advisory Board to lay out staffing
issues and to maximize students’ library use. CONTACT Michael Staley at stale2ma@
With the staffing shortage, he said he wants dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
to find hours that the library can expand on, and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
such as opening earlier during the week.
With the extended hours,
Campbell and Nat Barker, a
supervisor for Carrier Library,
said shifts that are later into
the night are available to
employees if they want to take
the shift. These employees
can elect to work later into the
night, but Campbell stressed
the importance of their safety.
Campbell said the official
schedule for operations during
finals week isn’t finalized yet,
but Baker said finals week will
have an anticipated closing
The libraries’ hours have been extended to midnight.
time of 2 a.m.
Maddie Marcotte, a senior Breeze file photo
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The search
for germs
Students contribute to FDA salmonella research

Students use samples from streams in the Valley to understand where salmonella
outbreaks might come from. Matt Young / The Breeze

By ADAIRE ADAMS
contributing writer
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JMU students are looking to understand
the Harrisonburg community in a unique
way — by researching salmonella.
Associate professor in biology James
Herrick offers a class at JMU that involves
taking samples of bacteria from streams
in the Shenandoah Valley. Herrick said
the research helps the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) figure out where an
outbreak of salmonella might have come
from.
Students in Biology 346 take samples
from streams in the Shenandoah Valley
that are used for research by the FDA to
advance their studies about genomics
and microbiology. The bacteria is sent
to the Virginia Division of Consolidated
Laboratory Services (DCLS), where it’s
cultured and sent back to the students for
them to analyze the DNA sequences and
study genomics.
This class began in January 2018
when two of Herrick’s previous students
discovered salmonella located in the
streams by taking samples and sending
them to the FDA to be sequenced. Herrick,
who pitched the idea for the class, said the
course was originally funded by Madison
Trust, a University Advancement program
that funds faculty and staff project through
contributions from philanthropic donors.
The class is made up of biology
majors, and most of them have a focus in
microbiology, Herrick said.
Herrick highlighted the benefits of the
class by referring to it as a CURE — CourseBased Undergraduate Experience — class.
“The idea was to give our students the
opportunity to work on authentic research
that is not from a book, it’s not canned and
we don’t know the answer to begin with,”
Herrick said. “We don’t know if these
organisms are there when we go out to look
for them.”
Herrick said there’s a large amount of
feces produced in the four central counties
— Augusta, Rockingham, Shenandoah and
Page — in the Shenandoah Valley because
of the area’s use as an agricultural hub.
Herrick said the Valley produces “on the

order of half a million tons of solid manure”
and “a billion gallons of liquid manure per
year.” Though this makes the Valley a good
place for studying bacteria, Herrick said the
chances of people living here contracting
salmonella and other bacteria are higher.
Herrick said that although he and the
students work with the FDA, the state lab in
Richmond does a large amount of work for
this class — specifically, most of the DNA
sequencing.
Reid Christenson, a senior biology
major, is a teaching assistant for the class;
Christenson took the class in the fall of
2020. Christenson said he was drawn to
taking the class because the students are
able to use their research questions and
go in their own direction for their final
presentation about their particular sample.
Many of the students, Christenson said,
partner in research with Herrick because
his lab works so closely with the class.
“A lot of classes don’t give you that
opportunity,” Christenson said. “They have
a set curriculum, and you have to follow
that to a certain extent.”
Christenson said the students have a
wet lab notebook that’s used for keeping
track of their samples and a notebook for
genomic testing; the students are graded
based on these notebooks, a poster, a
presentation and weekly quizzes.
Mallory
Cunningham,
a
senior
biotechnology major, is also a teaching
assistant for the class and said most of the
work she’s doing for Herrick’s class relates
closely to her career path. That gives her
a “heightened level of excitement for it,”
she said. Cunningham was also part of
Herrick’s research lab prior to taking his
class.
The students are currently about to get
their sequences back from the DCLS and
will continue to study genomics.
“It’s a really cool class because for a
lot of students, it’s their first exposure to
undergraduate research,” Christenson said.
CONTACT Adaire Adams at adams5al@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of
JMU and Harrisonburg news, follow the
news desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Only 1/2 mile South of JMU
on Main St.

1476 South
Main Street.
Lorem Ipsum
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Madison Root / The Breeze

By JJ HENSLEY
The Breeze

LEAP presentation garners
mixed opinions from City Council

Executive Director Chris Meyer proposed
to City Council that Harrisonburg should
apply for a grant that would give the city
around $150,000 to make 10-11 homes
energy efficient. Meyer works with a clean
energy nonprofit, the Local Energy Alliance
Program (LEAP), out of Charlottesville,
Virginia.
The application due date, Meyer said,
would be subject to change, by the end
of December, but with the possibility of
fluctuations into late November and early
January.
Vice Mayor Sal Romero said he wanted
assurance that staff in energy concentrations
could be given the necessary time to evaluate
LEAP and other potential outlets for funding.
“Essentially, we’re bypassing the routine
process with our staff,” Romero said. “I do
have a hesitation because [city staff ] haven’t
been given time to look at the program.”
The council voted unanimously to vet the
issue of weatherization opportunities and
energy-efficient adjustments for the staff to
look into LEAP and other grants that aren’t
as timely.

Fair housing presentation
spurs accountability discussions

City Council
names new shared-use path

The shared-use path along Garbers Church
Road has officially been named “Friendly
City Trail” through two rounds of voting by
Harrisonburg citizens and a unanimous vote
by city council; councilmember Chris Jones
said he specifically agreed with the name due
to its adherence to Harrisonburg’s brand. Tom
Hartman, director of public works, presented
the renaming to the council.
Romero said he hopes schools and minority
communities have more say in naming in
future city endeavors.
“If we want our city to reflect its population,
the names of places also have to align with
that population as well,” Romero said.
The council as a whole pushed for new projects
to have more diverse naming processes going
forward.
CONTACT JJ Hensley at henslejj@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news
desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Kristen McCombe, coordinator of the
Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG), asked City Council to elect
Harrisonburg to participate in the 2022-26
Consolidation Plan and the Analysis of Fair
Housing Choice for the CDBG.
McCombe presented the requirements
necessary for acceptance of the funding
in the consolidation plan, one of which
is “stakeholder consultation” — a time
when members of certain organizations
and nonprofits could voice their concerns.
Public hearings will be occurring Dec. 6 to
decide where money should go for housing
construction, repair and education.
McCombe also presented a Fair Housing
Analysis, a study that shows the right of

a locale’s citizens “to choose housing free
from unlawful discrimination and allowing
housing opportunities for all.” Race, religion,
gender identity, socioeconomic status and
place of income are some of the different
dimensions of discrimination the Fair
Housing Analysis cites. McCombe’s analysis
concluded with the condition that the city
can only receive funds if the Fair Housing
provisions are met.
Councilmember Laura Dent mentioned
that it’s illegal for someone to discriminate
against someone paying with a housing
voucher, but she said developers can get
around that with raises to rent and rent caps.
Mayor Deanna Reed added that Harrisonburg
is a college town and said housing companies
have a harder time working with the city
because they can get money elsewhere.
Romero said accountability is key in these
reports.
“If we’re not proactive about it, things might
be happening that we won’t know,” Romero
said.
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Want to praise someone
or get something off
your chest? Darts &
Pats is the place to do
it. Submit your own at
breezejmu.org.

A "chivalry-isn’t-dead"
pat to the Starship robot
who moved out of my way
when I was walking down
the Quad.
From a girl with the bar set
very low.
A “way-to-supportyour-Dukes” pat to the
fantastic student turnout at
JMU women’s basketball’s
victory over U. Va.
From a fan who nevertheless
hopes your unmasked
cheering doesn’t have
negative consequences.

A “read-the-room” dart
to the girl who took off her
mask to sneeze.
From a traumatized
classmate.

Thursday, November 11, 2021

An “I-couldn’t-havedone-it-without-you” pat
to the person who showed
me how to submit darts and
pats.
From a dedicated Breeze
reader.

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Only 25% of Democrats support decreasing police spending in 2021. Christine Brady / The Breeze

Democrats’ calls to defund
the police unnecessarily alienates voters
WILL FRASIER | contributing writer
Summer
2020
brought a national
reckoning on the issue
o f
relations between minority
communities and law enforcement agencies.
Protests erupted in the wake of the tragic and
ultimately avoidable death of George Floyd,
which called for holding the police more
accountable. In response, progressive activists
began to promote the idea of defunding the
police as a way to curb the abuses of power
and police brutality against people of color.
Many proponents of the “Defund the Police”
movement believe in the extreme measure of
fully abolishing police departments or, at the
very least, working to make them obsolete.
Some progressive members of Congress,
such as Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
(D-N.Y.) and Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-Minn.),
have openly expressed support toward more
extreme elements like abolishing the police
force entirely and have defended the concept
vigorously. Not only are these efforts to fully
abolish the police impractical and even
dangerous, but they’ve become an incredible
drag on Democrats’ electoral viability.
While it’s undeniable that there are issues
that need addressing within our criminal
justice system, the simple fact is that the
police are essential to maintaining adequate

public safety and crime prevention. The U.S.
is currently amid a violent crime wave, with
murder rates increasing in 34 cities by 30% in
2020, according to the National Commission
on COVID-19 and Criminal Justice. This
violent crime wave has been attributed by
law enforcement officials to resources being
stretched thin during COVID-19 and rising
anti-police sentiment in the wake of the racial
justice protests, according to The Atlantic.
We need a robust and effective police force
to deter and counter violent crime amid this
startling resurgence.
While some Defund the Police activists
advocate for reform measures such as
abolishing police forces or even disarming
police officers, according to The Journalist’s
Resource, many Americans fall somewhere
in the middle on the issue. More moderate,
targeted measures are much more popular
with the general public and could result in
more effective, even-keeled police reform
measures being adopted.
For instance, according to The Journalist’s
Resources, many law enforcement experts
and criminologists have said they believe
that restructuring police funding to put more
emphasis on training and accountability,
and equalizing funding between smaller
localities and big cities would help solve

some of the issues the Defund the Police
movement seeks to address. Additionally,
experts have suggested placing less emphasis
on lower level crimes or non-criminal
activity by the police, according to The
Journalist’s Resource, owing to the fact that
these types of encounters are often a result
of racial profiling. They argue that these
low-level issues — like traffic stops, mental
health calls or simple citations — would be
better handled by different, more specialized
agencies such as social services.
These measures are much less disruptive
to the difficult and vital work the police do,
and it could help to directly address many of
the issues that Defund the Police advocates
aim to solve. The more extreme measures are
far less popular and could result in negative
consequences in regard to crime rates.
“Instead of defunding the police, it’d be better
to direct funding toward mental health and crisis
intervention training,” Joe Suto, president of
JMU’s chapter of the American Criminal Justice
Association, said. “It is important that we don’t
take resources away from those who are keeping
us safe and to make sure they have the training
they require to do their job as effectively as
possible.”

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their
opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no
longer than 250 words. Guest columns must be no more than 650
words.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length,
grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear.
The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions
expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not
necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via
e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if
applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.

see POLICE, page 10
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MIA HAZELDINE-ROSS | contributing writer
Over the past
decade, the U.S. has
seen a noticeable
increase in gun violence.
Many have suggested video
games are at fault. According to the Pew
Research Center, as of 2018, 43% of U.S.
adults report playing video games, but the
majority, about 60%, believed that video
games have contributed to gun violence in
America. But are video games really that
bad?
Previous research published by the
American Psychological Association has
suggested that play can have a positive
impact on the human brain, especially
for children as they develop. Play fosters
imagination, social skills and problemsolving, all of which are necessary in
functioning adults. Video games provide a
structured mental arena to develop these
skills.
Of course, the benefits depend on the
game's genre. For example, shooter games
can provide significant cognitive benefits.
According to a study by Radboud University,
regular players of shooter games showed
greater focus, spatial understanding and
visual representation of events around them
— all particularly useful skills in STEM fields.
Massive multiplayer online (MMO) games
have been found to promote complex social
interactions and cooperation, and roleplaying games (RPG) have been linked to
increased emotional intelligence, decisionmaking and imagination.
“Video games have taught me how to
problem solve and overcome obstacles
through practice or developing new
ways to approach different situations,”
senior computer information systems
major Christian Le said. “I like games that
challenge me or force me to develop new
skills to improve.”
The American Psychological Association
found that video games can make people

more resilient to failure, not losing
motivation even after repeated mistakes,
and video games can also improve a person’s
self-confidence. Instead of promoting static
intelligence, they develop along with the
player's ability, showing that a player can
always improve.
The connection between aggression and
video games does have some merit, however.
According to the American Psychological
Association, violent video games have
been linked to desensitization and minor
increases in aggressive thinking, but a
negligible relationship was found between
violent behavior and gaming. Instead, the
research found that violent behavior was
likely the result of several confounding
factors, including mental illness and other
potential external variables. As such,
attributing the rise in gun violence to video
games is an overstatement.
Video games can be beneficial for those
looking to let off steam. To get the most out
of gaming, focus on nonviolent multiplayer
games that incorporate critical thinking and
complex storytelling. A separate study from
the American Psychological Association
reported that simple, easy-access games
like “Angry Birds” or other mobile games
can be good for short-term mood boosting,
and those who regularly play multiplayer
games are more likely to help other players
than those who play competitively.
What’s most important is that people take
the time to relax and enjoy what should be a
non-stressful part of the day. If a game starts
to cause emotional distress, maybe a break
is needed. If used correctly, video games
can serve as a fun, educational complement
to college education, allowing a player to
develop basic skills outside of the academic
environment.

Framing
games
Stigma surrounding
video games is undeserved

CONTACT
Mia
Hazeldine-Ross
at
hazeldmg@dukes.jmu.edu. Mia is a senior
international affairs major.
Jacob Carter / The Breeze

Cook more, spend less
Delivery service apps take advantage of struggling students
NICK LAU | laud and clear
problem with ordering food on a phone,
however, is all the additional fees that come
with the orders. These fees can quickly turn
a typical $10 sandwich into a $20 expense
— just to get it delivered.
There’s a multitude of charges that
come from ordering food through delivery
services. This includes the main meal
cost, which is usually more than what the
restaurant charges in store. Doordash,
for example, charges a fee for each order
— usually from $1.99 to $5.99, according
to Ridester — which they can change
depending on the current delivery demand.
This is because the restaurant is also being
charged by these delivery services, so they
need to increase their prices, which is more
unnecessary money out of the customer’s
pocket. There are also taxes, fees and tips
for the driver that increase the total price.
For students who have tons of homework
or multiple organization responsibilities,
delivery services can go from a back-up
plan to a main source of dinner in the blink
of an eye. For example, in preparation for
a big exam, students begin to sacrifice

other hobbies in order to study longer.
Kelly Johnson, a junior at JMU, said she
uses delivery services only when she's
cramming for exams.
“I don’t use delivery services very often,
but I will occasionally use one after a long
study session when I don’t have any energy
left to make my own dinner," Johnson said.
Oftentimes, one of the first things given
up is the time spent preparing meals.
Once a student’s study schedule is formed
around a timetable that doesn’t include
meal preparation, a dependency on
delivery services can begin.
Students need to be more prepared for
this shift in their eating lifestyle before
they’re sent to college. One of the biggest
reasons students use these services can
be because they don’t know how to cook
themselves. Buying each ingredient and
cooking it correctly is a multi-layered
process that might intimidate students into
settling with dining halls and delivery apps.
Luckily, there are services at JMU that
teach students the importance of cooking,
as well as how to cook for themselves.

JMU’s University Recreation Center
(UREC) hosts a variety of classes that
teach healthy cooking techniques within
a respectable budget. However, getting
students to sign up for these classes is
difficult because eating healthy may not
be their top priority. JMU needs to do
more to promote the need for a healthy
diet. One solution could be a mandatory
culinary class that could be a part of the
Gen-Ed requirements. Another solution
could be simply advertising the UREC
classes more, whether it be on campus or
through social media.
College education is centered around
finding jobs and starting careers, but how can
these get accomplished when students can’t
even cook for themselves? More emphasis
should be put on learning real-life skills like
cooking in addition to career skills. JMU has
done a fairly good job, but more can and
should be done.
CONTACT Nick Lau at launa@dukes.jmu.
edu. Nick is a sophomore media arts and
design major.
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Once
college
students move off
campus,
putting
together meals can get
much harder. The dining
hall is no longer a five-minute walk
from one's dorm. For maybe the first
time in their lives, students need to buy
their own food at the grocery store and
make it themselves. Some even cancel
their meal plans altogether after they
move off campus. These students are the
demographic that delivery services thrive
on. The temptation of a quick meal with
no needed preparation is enough to keep
lots of people coming back to the app for
more. Ordering a meal from an app may be
convenient, but the extra charges should
make it a weekend treat instead of an
everyday dinner source for the financially
struggling college student.
Getting food delivered straight to
one's house has grown in popularity with
the development of technology like the
smartphone. Ordering food can now be
done with a few clicks on the screen. The
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A ballot initiative to dismantle the Minneapolis Police Department was rejected by voters Nov. 2. Breeze file photo

from POLICE, page 8

Thursday, November 11, 2021

This opinion is common among those
who wish to see the issues with law
enforcement accountability and racial
relations addressed but don’t believe
that defunding or outright abolishing the
police is a wise decision.
It’s a fact that Defund the Police initiatives
are widely unpopular with the general
populace. Even among Democrats and
Black people, the prospect of defunding
the police isn’t very popular, with just 25%
of Democrats and 23% of Black Americans

supporting police-spending decreases in
2021, according to Business Insider. This
suggests that even demographics that
were once largely in support of defunding
the police have begun to see them as
necessary for public safety. According to
CNN, a recent ballot initiative to dismantle
the police department in Minneapolis,
the location of George Floyd’s death and
ground zero for the racial justice protests
of 2020, was rejected by voters Nov. 2.
This widespread opposition to the
Defund the Police movement is also
evident
among
Democratic-elected

officials. While more progressive members
have rallied behind the slogan, many
more moderate Democrats have rejected
it, preferring to emphasize specific policy
changes without calling for the wholesale
defunding of the police. Representatives
Abigail Spanberger (D-Va.), Jim Clyburn
(D-S.C.), and former President Barack
Obama have all expressed opposition
to using the slogan and have claimed
it led to the alienation of voters in the
2020 congressional elections, where
Democratic success was underwhelming.
The events of summer 2020 certainly made

it clear that there were major accountability
and abuse of power issues within the police
force. However, it’s crucial to remember that
the police serves a vital role in our society
and ultimately exists to keep our local
communities safe. While there’s work to
be done, the answer isn’t to tear down the
system and create chaos but rather to work
out these problems and make the system
equitable and fair for all.
CONTACT Will at frasiewd@dukes.jmu.
edu. Will Frasier is a senior political
science major.
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Say hello
to solar
Next semester, East Campus
will shine a little brighter

By SARAH ECCLESTON
The Madison Business Review

consumers in the U.S. said they care about
using sustainable energy.
“A lot of places are kind of [using renewable
energy sources] to, ‘Look at how good we are,
we are being environmental,’” Rosser said.
“Now, the cost is down. Now, you look good,
and you may end up saving money.”
Miles said a major reason JMU is
incentivized to use more renewable energy
is because of the recently implemented laws
put in place by the state, such as the Virginia
Clean Economy Act (VCEA), which requires
government organizations to transition
toward solely renewable energy by 2050.
Among its goals, the VCEA will also expand
“consumer ownership through rooftop and
shared solar [energy].”
Kaufman said the solar panels will power
approximately one-third of the ISAT/CS
building. The rest of the school’s power will
still be nonrenewable energy, with no current
plans to install more solar panels in the
future. However, the issue of not installing
more solar panels is due to funding, Kaufman
said.
“If funding were available,” Kaufman said,
“implementing solar [power] on a larger scale
would enable the university to further reduce
its environmental footprint and diversify its
energy portfolio.”
But the push for a renewable future
isn’t limited to the JMU community —
Harrisonburg has also focused efforts on a

greener
future.
Ha r r i s o n b u r g ’s
Director of Communications
Michael Parks said initiatives
have ranged from the setting up of an
Environmental Performance Standards
Advisory Committee (EPSAC) to the creation
of an Environmental Action Plan.
For now, conversations surround actions
that the local authority can take: “Are there
places on city-owned property that we can
put solar panels? Are there things we can
do to encourage residents and businesses to
install solar panels?” Parks asked.
Although it’s too early to put a price tag on
the proposed initiatives, Parks acknowledged
that they’d require “substantial financial
costs.” However, this doesn’t immediately
imply that funding would come solely out of
taxpayers’ pockets.
“We may also be able to leverage federal and
state-wide funds,” he said, citing how some
money from this year’s American Rescue Plan
Act could address sustainability issues. “We’re
always looking for … funding to bring to the
city.’”
CONTACT Sarah Eccleston at ecclessk@
dukes.jmu.edu. Sarah is a media arts and
design major.
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Facilities management at JMU will be
installing new solar panels on the hillside
near the Integrated Science and Technology
(ISAT) building in February 2022.
The Director of the Center for Sustainable
Energy Jonathan Miles said this technology
is going to offset the power used for the ISAT
building. Once installed, the solar panels will
generate 420,000 kilowatts of power per year,
Abram Kaufman, the energy conservation &
sustainability manager, said.
There are major incentives for such an
investment.
J. Barkley Rosser, a professor in the
economics department, said one motivation
for installing these solar panels would be the
price and impression they make.
Rosser said they’ve become more “cost
effective.” He said they’re much more
inexpensive in the long run compared
to nonrenewable energy. Rosser expects
that solar panels will become increasingly
popular among universities because of the
price. According to Forbes, solar energy is
usually under 10 cents per kilowatt [of energy]
hour (kWh), while nonrenewable energy is
usually 15 cents per kWh. So, if they were
to generate 420,000 kilowatts per year, the
ISAT building’s solar panels usage could cost
around $42,000 a year, while nonrenewable

energy sources would cost around $63,000
for the same amount of energy.
Pandemic-fueled inflation has also made
solar technology a more attractive choice,
as nonrenewable energy prices have already
risen at a rapid rate. Crude oil has risen by
64%, heating oil by 68% and gasoline is almost
$1 more than it was last year, according to
The Wall Street Journal.
However, Rosser said there’s a limit to
how long lower renewable energy costs will
last, as there are rare Earth elements used in
production of solar panels and other forms
of renewable energy. With such elements
mainly coming from China, Rosser said a
“substantial increase in demand for them
could cause their prices to shoot up sharply,”
which would cause renewable energy prices
to rise.
“This limit may well show up in an ending
of the price drop for both of them if there
continues to be widespread adoptions,”
Rosser said.
In fact, it seems that this has already begun
to happen. According to a Bloomberg article
from May, panel prices have risen by 18%
after polysilicon quadrupled in price — a
material necessary for production.
Another incentive that Rosser said is
important is the university looking like it’s
doing something in regards to sustainable
energy. After all, according to the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory, 80% of

Filip De Mott / The Breeze
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‘Take accountability’

Nine student organizations grapple with diversity, criticize state of university’s DEI

Thursday, November 11, 2021

from page 1

“The first time I felt inclusivity on
JMU’s campus was when I discovered
CMSS,” Banks Greene said via email.
“Once I found CMSS, most of my
college experiences have been centered
around it … They created a space where
I felt welcomed and accepted.”
Banks Greene said the NAACP tries to
pursue inclusivity by inviting all student
organizations — not just those focused
on Black activism — to its events and by
pushing for policies that would benefit
all JMU students while still advocating
for marginalized voices at the same
time. Right now, Banks Greene said,
the NAACP is pursuing a no-tolerance
policy in terms of DEI. This policy would
lay out the consequences and the steps
going forward if a student, faculty or
staff member says or does something
that could be seen as hateful in any way.
Like CMSS and the NAACP, many
other student organizations at JMU are
beginning to become aware of diversity,
different identities on campus and what
they can do to create a more inclusive
space for their members.
Distributive Education for
America (DECA) president and
junior communications major with
a concentration in organizational
communications Ashleigh Eades said
clubs on campus need to be more open
about where they stand on certain issues
to attract more diverse membership.
Eades said that during the past year
with the Black Lives Matter movement,
DECA has been transparent with
where it stands on certain issues and
where it’s been donating funds. The
club has donated to the Black Lives
Matter organization and Kiva, an
international nonprofit with a mission
“to expand financial access and to help
underserved communities thrive,”
according to Kiva’s website.
“It was very important to us,
especially during that time, to make
our inclusivity known,” Eades said. “We
want to make it known to our members
what we support and what we’re doing
to benefit certain causes.”
JMU Club Climbing social chair
and sophomore kinesiology major
Alexandra Davis said climbing is a
white-dominated sport, but Club
Climbing is trying to become more
inclusive and diverse by talking about
climbing’s history in executive meetings
and not “gatekeeping” membership.
“We don’t gatekeep anyone from
joining,” Davis said. “Not all of our
exec members are white, and it’s nice
to have people of color in leadership.
At a primarily white institution like
James Madison, I think it’s especially
important to focus on inclusivity and to
do what you can to address the issues.”
Davis said that in all the years she’s
been climbing, she’s never met anyone
who was overly closed-minded or
discriminatory against a certain group
— instead, she found a community
that’s been, in her experience, quite
open.
“I think that climbing communities

in general are very accepting and
welcoming,” Davis said. “I think that
stands true for the club at JMU as well.
Climbing is unique in that it’s very
individual-based, and you find your
own community.”
Davis said that last year, many
climbing routes named after
Confederate soldiers or that had
offensive names were renamed. She said
Club Climbing has a diverse executive
board that, while not usually addressing
race directly, often addresses climbing’s
history, much of which is rooted in
racism. For example, Shenandoah
National Park, among other areas of
the great outdoors, was segregated until
1950, according to an article from The
Washington Post Magazine.
“Knowing the history and reconciling
with it is important — we’re not just
going to sweep it under the rug,” Davis
said. “We’re all friends, and we’re a
family. It doesn’t matter what you look
like or where you’re from. We’re going
to accept you in the club.”
Gamma Sigma Sigma (GSS) member
and senior education major Emily
Jenkins said she believes GSS is ahead
of other sororities in terms of inclusion.
She had no statistics to give on the
sorority’s demographic makeup but
said GSS looks to welcome every type
of student and lead by example.
“Inclusivity is important because not
only is it important for the purpose of
being inclusive, but I think that it helps
everybody involved,” Jenkins said. “It
helps expose people to more things and
allows them to learn about the people
around them and brings to light topics
that they may not have known about
before.”
As a service sorority, Jenkins said
GSS already labels itself as inclusive
and works to serve everyone regardless
of background.
“Gamma Sigma Sigma is very clear in
the fact that we will include everybody
and treat everybody the way we would
want to be treated,” Jenkins said. “I
think about that in my everyday life,
you know? Why would I judge a book
by its cover when I don’t know the full
story? You never know what someone
is going through.”

Organizational
improvements

Over the past two years, JMU has
been trying to become more inclusive.
Per Associate Vice President for
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Brent
Lewis, the university formed the Task
Force on Racial Diversity in 2020. The
group includes faculty, staff, students,
alumni and community members.
In September, the task force pushed
forward recommendations for JMU
to utilize a glossary on racial equity
terms that would encourage all units
across campus to deliver accurate
and consistent messages about race,
develop an online DEI personnel
organization chart and pursue creating
an event about women and minorityowned business. The college’s diversity
efforts can be found monthly in The

Beacon newsletter, which is located share their pronouns at the start of every
“Student orgs offer a sense of
in the access and inclusion section of meeting. Give encourages members to community, and they’re where a lot
share their pronouns when introducing of people feel comfortable,” Caroline
JMU’s website.
Beginning in the 2020-21 school themselves; event coordinator and Mork, Note-oriety president and senior
year, Academic Affairs leadership junior psychology major Logan Falk media arts and design (SMAD) major,
became “committed to adopting an said the executive board came to this said. “When [the executive board] found
explicit, proactive anti-racist and anti- decision because they saw other clubs out that that label of ‘female voices’ no
discrimination agenda,” according to doing so and thought it’d be a simple longer fit some of our members, we
JMU Office of the Provost’s website. yet effective way to foster acceptance.
automatically wanted to change to
Dukes Vote democracy fellow and better represent our members and to
The main points of this agenda include
increasing funding to programs run sophomore anthropology major Leia make them feel represented.”
by various racial and ethnic groups, Surovell said student organizations
Openly supporting Note-oriety’s
looking at all projects through an should be a place where members know change, The JMU Overtones are working
anti-racist lens, taking accountability their opinions will be heard and valued to make the JMU a cappella community
for racist actions and appointing DEI and that it should be a place where more inclusive by fostering open
people know they’re appreciated as a conversations about race and actively
leaders to each college.
“We are approaching these initiatives person — no matter their differences.
picking songs by artists of different
“Including pronouns all the time
with a focused urgency, acknowledging
races, ethnicities and sexualities.
that we can no longer be satisfied without fail is one of the easiest ways
“One way that we make sure we do
to
create
an
inclusive
environment,”
with institutional gradualism,” the
it right is by talking about the artists
Surovell
said.
“Everybody
should
take
website said. “JMU’s future depends
specifically and having conversations
on implementing this anti-racist and that step regardless of what org you’re in
about the issue of inclusivity,” oboe
or
leadership
position
you’re
in.
It’s
one
anti-discrimination agenda with the
performance major and Overtones
unwavering support of the entire of the simplest ways to include people,
business manager and assistant music
and
I
don’t
think
there
should
be
much
division.”
director Mekhi Tyree said over text. “The
JMU was put under fire this year excuse for not including that.”
YDSA also promotes inclusivity Overtones have always been a diverse
when an orientation video relating to
DEI topics shown to students working in through “group norms” — reminders group with all different majors, religions
the Office of Student Affairs was posted that members should attempt to create and backgrounds. We’re just a group of
individuals coming together to share
on YouTube. The main outrage from a positive setting.
YDSA general member and senior our love of music.”
the video came from a chart describing
When it comes to inclusivity, JMU
white middle-class men as “privileged” chemistry major Liz Todd said they
think group norms include giving Overtones music director and senior
and “oppressors.”
After the initial uproar, Vice President everyone the option to share their SMAD major Abby Roscher said it’s
for Student Affairs Tim Miller released pronouns, which allows anyone who’s important not to let issues go unnoticed.
a statement saying the video had been questioning their identity to use any She said the group has spoken out about
taken down and that the current DEI pronouns they want. That way, they the Black Lives Matter movement and
training would be put on hold until said, people don’t have to commit to has frequent discussions about LGBTQ
pride.
further notice. But with pushback being addressed in one way.
Another group norm is the
from faculty and staff, Lewis said, the
“One thing about our group is that we
assumption
of
“goodwill.”
Todd
said
Social Justice and Inclusion Training
don’t tiptoe around subjects,” Roscher
for student staff in Student Affairs will this encourages members to approach said. “We have the hard conversations
situations where a member may say
relaunch in spring 2022.
and ask the difficult questions about
Lewis said other diversity efforts something that isn’t inclusive of all race, gender and sexuality. We are
people
with
kindness
and
the
knowledge
made by JMU include the recent
always going to be the group that wants
campus climate survey and DEI leaders that there’s always room to improve.
Note-oriety, KDP, JMU Overtones to make everyone feel included.”
in each college. Some organizations
Compared to other student
and Club Climbing are promoting
across campus such as CMSS, Sexual
diversity by addressing social issues organizations, Paitsel said, The JMU
Orientation Gender Identity and
and history. Over the summer, Note- Overtones are unparalleled — they said
Expression (SOGIE) and the Office of
oriety decided to do away with binary they’ve never felt excluded from the
Disability Services (ODS) are pursuing
language in its description of the troupe: group because of their gender identity.
DEI initiatives. Along with these “Female voices group” was changed to However, Roscher said it can be difficult
initiatives, the Office of Access and
“upper voices group.”
to always talk about the issues.
Inclusion provides
updates on DEI
efforts.
Similar to JMU,
clubs such as
Young Democratic
Socialists of
America (YDSA),
Give, Kappa Delta Pi
(KDP), Note-oriety,
The Overtones,
Club Climbing and
Dukes Vote are
hoping to become
m o re i n c l u s i ve
by implementing
specific practices
in their meetings
t o e n s u re t hat
everyone’s voices
are heard.
One way YDSA,
Dukes Vote and Give
accomplish this is Caroline Mork (center) said Note-oriety switched from an “all female group” to “upper
by having members voices group” to include all its members’ identities. Matt Young / The Breeze
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“It felt like I wasn’t even represented at the
school and that JMU was using my identity
to make them feel more diverse.”

Noa Banks Greene
President, JMU NAACP

“It’s hard to be a leader in a school full
of followers,” Roscher said. “I always think,
‘Why am I the only one saying something
all the time?’ It feels so lonely being the
only one fighting for stuff, but also, that’s
my job. I’m not going to stop doing it just
because no one else is doing it.”
Kappa Delta Pi doesn’t shy away from
tough topics, either. As an education
society, KDP aims to prepare members to
“teach all students while also promoting
and celebrating what makes them
different,” Alexis Buofigli said. Buonfigli
is the KDP co-president and an early
education graduate student. Buonfigli said
KDP has been actively concentrating on
inclusivity this semester by collaborating
with different organizations and through
having guest speakers.
“We’ve been working on [collaborating]
with other orgs on campus, especially
with orgs that promote a more niche
population of students,” Buonfigli said.
Specifically, KDP has worked with
organizations like Future Social Studies
Educators and Future Teachers of Color.
The club also invites guest speakers like
professors Lisa Schick and Ruthie Bosch,
who teach courses on fostering diverse
and welcoming classrooms, and Mira
Williams, JMU’s inclusive education
coordinator and administrator.
“We are essentially teaching the future,
and we want our members to be equipped
with the knowledge to foster inclusivity
in the classroom so that their students
understand and promote inclusivity as
well,” Buonfigli said.

Room for improvement

How inclusivity
benefits members

With specific practices in place such

as group norms and asking for members’
pronouns, Falk and Todd have both said
they’ve seen a positive reaction from their
members.
Todd said that after starting the use of
group norms and share pronouns, YDSA
has seen more people who use nonbinary
pronouns come to the meetings and that
more people seem comfortable sharing
things about themselves.
“I think inclusivity is important
because it recognizes that your fellow
members of the club are human,” Todd
said. “We’re all equal and recognize that,
despite all your differences, you’re still
equal with one another.”
With JMU being such a large school,
Falk said that having an inclusive club
allows members to meet other people
who look the same or identify in the
same way as they do. For Give, she said,
inclusivity is about representation and
that members have come forward saying
how welcomed they feel in the club.
“I joined Give looking for people who
shared the same values and beliefs as
me, and I found just that,” freshman
dietetics major Sam Romano said via
text. “Although I haven’t been in the club
for long, I feel like the people I’ve met are
some of the best I’ll ever come across in
life. They’ve made me feel so welcomed
and included.”
While these organizations have seen
inclusivity positively affect their members,
campus-wide changes from JMU’s “antiracist and anti-discrimination” agenda
have been implemented as well. The
agenda was most recently updated July
20 and stated that a student resource
section with specific diversity resources
has been added to the College of Science
and Mathematics diversity and inclusion
webpage; a “STEM + DEI” speaker series
has been established; and planned hires
in fall 2022 are making efforts to hire and
retain diverse faculty.
Paitsel said they think students do a
good job of talking about social issues and
including everyone, but Dukes can do
better by broadening their discussions to
include even more marginalized groups,
like those who are disabled — whether
their disabilities are visible or not.
Paitsel said they believe JMU is doing
a good job of “spearheading things
in regards to inclusivity” but that the
university needs to be more outspoken
about where it stands on certain
issues. Within their own circles, Paitsel
said, they’re constantly talking about
inclusivity in all areas — but they’d like
“to see more of the conversation” across
campus.
“We need to include Asian issues,
neurodivergent people and disabled
people because those are the people you
don’t really see in our student community,
and I think it’s something everyone needs
to be supportive of,” Paitsel said. “I think
JMU’s been doing as good of a job as they
can, but maybe they can stop posting
about their football games and post about
inclusion instead.”
CONTACT
Morgan Vuknic at
vuknicma@dukes.jmu.edu. For more
on the culture, arts and lifestyle of the
JMU and Harrisonburg communities,
follow the culture desk on Twitter and
Instagram @Breeze_Culture.

A WEALTH OF HEALTH
Alternative meditation
techniques for busy students
By GRANT JOHNSON
The Breeze

With the end of the semester right around the corner
and final exams coming up, it’s time to be our best selves
mentally. If sitting still and breathing during meditation
isn’t your jam, have no fear — JMU professors Shanza
Isom, Jared Featherstone and Bob Hallahan, as well
as student Peter Haensel, provided six alternative
meditation methods. Here are a few of them:

Progressive relaxation meditation

A body scan, or progressive relaxation, involves
systematically releasing tension from all muscles and
joints, either from top to bottom or bottom to top. Isom
described some of its benefits:
•
Helps with falling asleep
•
Relieves chronic pain
•
Connects you to your physical body

Love-kindness meditation

Love-kindness meditation and metta meditation
differ from regular meditation because they emphasize
showing gratitude and self-compassion. Here are the
benefits:
•
Connects you with the greater world
•
Counters self-doubt
•
Decreases feelings of isolation

Walking meditation

Commonly used as an alternative for those who prefer
to be mindfully moving rather than still, Isom said,
walking meditation and sensory exercise can be helpful
calming tools before a big exam. Below are outcomes of
the practices:
•
Helps immerse you in the present moment
•
Reduces stress
•
Increases focus

Transcendental meditation

This meditation technique differentiates itself by the
mantras that practitioners repeat aloud then later in their
heads. Hallahan and Haensel said the practice is meant
to be effortless — and there are benefits that arise from
that element, including:
•
Composure in stressful situations
•
Escape from everyday work
•
Increased creativity and intuition
This is just the tip of the iceberg of these practices’
advantageous elements. As Isom said: “People think
mindfulness, and they automatically think meditation;
but there are other forms and other practices [and] ways
to be mindful.”

Read the full story at breezejmu.org.
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Although many clubs are working to
become more accepting, members from
Give, KDP and JMU NAACP agreed that
there’s still a long way to go. For example,
Falk said she thinks Give could improve
on its gender demographic. She said
the club has a decent mix of different
gender identities, but it’s typically femaleidentifying people that actually come to
volunteer and social events.
“I do think we’ve struggled with using
binary language, but we’re working on it,”
Falk said. “We make sure to include our
pronouns when we introduce ourselves
and remind people to do so when they
forget. I would say we’re ahead of other
clubs in that we always stress that we’re a
welcoming and inclusive environment.”
One area that Buonfigli thinks that KDP
could work on is its “intersectionality.”
She said KDP often talks about different
social categories like race and gender
but not necessarily how they relate and
interact with each other.
“Intersectionality is a huge part of
inclusivity that I think is often overlooked,”
Buonfigli said. “For example, people think
that a Black woman is being Black plus
being a woman, but it’s really being Black
multiplied by being a woman. I think
these effects are something that needs to
be talked about.”
Similarly, Banks Greene said that the
LGBTQ community is often overlooked
within the NAACP.
“At times, we lack to notice the
intersectionality that is present within
our own community,” Banks Greene

said. By being aware [of the issue], we
can no longer claim ignorance, and it is
our responsibility to do better.”
Through the creation of the anti-racist
and anti-discrimination agenda, JMU
said it’s taking responsibility for having a
history of not being inclusive. On JMU’s
website, the Office of the Provost said,
“It cannot sustain what we think of as
our excellence without authentically
embracing inclusivity.”
“As an institution of higher education
in the Commonwealth of Virginia, we
have a responsibility to address these
inequities,” the office said on its website.
“Using the guidance provided by the State
Council of Higher Education for Virginia,
we acknowledge that it is way past time
to ‘move the conversation to action’ and
‘look instead to provide access, a seat at
the table, power, and real change.’”
One thing many of these student
organizations can agree on is that JMU
can do a better job fostering inclusivity
on campus. Most student organizations
believe that being inclusive as an
individual organization can only do so
much — the real change needs to come
from the institution itself.
The results of the recent Campus
Climate Study will be released in spring
2022, and Surovell said JMU needs to use
the results to actively listen to students’
experiences across campus. By listening
to the student body, Surovell said,
JMU can help to create a more diverse
environment.
Falk said another way that JMU can
create an inclusive campus is by following
through. She said JMU often promises that
it’s going to take actions, like providing
more help for sexual assault victims and
working to create a more diverse and
safe space for various racial and ethnic
groups, yet it never actually does. She
said following up and actually providing
students with diversity and mental health
resources would be helpful for the whole
school.
Similar to Falk, Roscher also said she
believes the university needs to take more
responsibility for its actions.
“JMU needs to take accountability for
things instead of just brushing over them
with a short speech or email,” Roscher
said. “It’s so easy to use words saying that
we’re an inclusive university, but it took
them over a year to rename the buildings.
It shouldn’t have taken all that effort to
get one small thing to make JMU’s student
body feel more comfortable.”
While many student organizations at
JMU are actively trying to become more
inclusive in regard to race, gender and
sexuality, Roscher said it’s still only a small
change. These student organizations have
the same sentiment: The real change to
making JMU a more welcoming and
inclusive campus can only happen when
all organizations foster inclusion and
when support comes from the institution.
When asked about Falk’s and Roscher’s
statements, Lewis deferred to previous
comments given to The Breeze.
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The Bradley and Brian Flota comic book collection includes popular superhero characters like Spider-Man and Batman. Matt Young / The Breeze

By KYLEE TOLAND
The Breeze

Thursday, November 11, 2021

When students think of libraries, comic
books might not be the first thing they imagine.
However, one JMU librarian is sharing
his vintage comic book collections for the
education and enjoyment of students.
Brian Flota, a JMU humanities librarian, said
he’s donated around 10,000 comic books to JMU
libraries. These comic books include popular
characters such as Spider-Man, Green Lantern
and other well-known Marvel superheroes.
Flota said JMU has one of the largest academic
library collections of comic books in the
country.
“I want to make sure that our faculty and our
students at JMU have access to comics,” Flota
said. “I would like for people to be able to go
to places like libraries and research older comic
books, or even current ones, just to have a place
of research.”
Growing up in Southern California, Flota
said his father had an impact on him and his
comic book collection. His father gave Brian his
collection of old comics books that dated back
to the ’60s and ’70s when Flota was a child, but
Flota said it wasn’t until he was 10 or 11 in the

late ’80s that he became fascinated with them.
This collection amounted to about 1,000 comic
books.
“I think I was more interested in the heart
than necessarily the storylines, though that
would come in time,” Flota said. “I started
gravitating towards certain comic book artists
and their work.”
Although he was collecting mostly superhero
comic books, Flota said he became interested in
non-superhero historical ones and ones focused
on biographies of rock ‘n’ roll musicians. He
said his interest in comic books started to wane
in the early ’90s, and he began collecting CDs
and vinyl records instead. It wasn’t until years
later, when he’d been in academia for a while,
that he realized comic books were becoming
increasingly popular in the media with the rise
of movies based on comic book characters. In
2013, Flota got his Master of Science in Library
and Information Science at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and applied for
a position as an English librarian at JMU. It
was also around the time, Flota said, that he
started thinking about donating the comics for
educational use.
“I wasn’t personally interacting with [the
comic books],” Flota said, “but I knew there
was a lot
of value, and I thought it
was a good opportunity to
get some of these into a
library.”
Flota said
his initial
donation of
comic books
in 2015 totaled
about 1,900, and
when his father
passed away
in 2016, Flota
donated his
father’s collection,
increasing the collection
to an estimated 8,000. If
students are interested
in viewing these, Flota
said, they have to make
an appointment with Special

“Seeing all the great work JMU
Libraries’ Special Collections
did to store, catalog and
promote them, I knew they
were in good hands.”
Brian Flota
JMU humanities librarian

Collections and can’t take the books out of the
library. Flota said this is due to their value and
condition — the books can easily be damaged
because of their age. However, Flota said he had
no worries about donating the collection to the
library and that he and his family thought it’d be
a good idea to have them placed at a university
where they’d be used by scholars, researchers
and comic book lovers.
“[After] seeing all the great work JMU
Libraries’ Special Collections did to store,
catalog and promote them, I knew they were in
good hands,” Flota said.

Stereotype studies

In 2017, Flota said he was approached by
Mollie Godfrey, an associate professor in the
English department and director of the African,
African American and Diaspora Studies Center,
about the possibility of developing an English
course based on Black comic books. Flota
and Godfrey applied for a provost’s diversity
curriculum grant and were awarded $3,000,
which they gave to Special Collections so they
could start buying historic or notable Black
comics.
“[Godfrey] wanted a part of her class
assignment for students to go to Special
Collections and look at vintage comic books and
analyze these comics,” Flota said. “So when she
pitched the idea, it required us to do a little bit
of research.”
Flota said the research included identifying
not only key Black comic book issues but what
Black characters appeared in these issues,
when they appeared and which publishers
were producing them. This led them to discover
the first Black comic book character to get his
own comic book: Lobo. Flota said Lobo was
published between 1965 and 1966 and only
lasted two issues because wholesalers didn’t
want to sell a comic book based on a Black
character.
“There was institutional racism built into the
practice of comics,” Flota said. “Just knowing
that prior to this comic, Lobo, [there] was very
little Black representation in American comic
books, and when there was, it was often filled
with highly offensive stereotypes.”

These stereotypes, which Flota said expanded
from 1933-1965, include the character Ebony
White, the Black sidekick of white protagonist
The Spirit, a detective hero in early comics.
The character appeared in issues of Spirit
from 1940-49 and embodies many negative
stereotypes from the time, such as exaggerated
facial features. Another example given by Flota
was the genre known as “jungle comics,” which
were popular from the 1930s to the 1950s.
These comics included the depictions of Black
characters as “savages,” and the Black characters
are usually defeated by a white, male “hero.”
This led Flota and Godfrey to distinguish
whether certain Black comic book characters
were created by white or Black artists and
writers. Flota wanted to include comics that
were specifically created by Black artists and
writers, and he said he was able to get 40-50
issues of comic books distributed by Milestone
Media — a Black-owned, Black-created comic
book company.
Godfrey said she and Flota bonded over their
love of comics and their mutual interest in Black
authors who are writing up-and-coming graphic
novels. She teaches African American Comics
and Graphic Novels at JMU, and she said she’s
taught it every year since she and Flota started
collecting the comic books in 2017. Godfrey
said that in the class, her students read six to 12
comics and then do a research project based on
a vintage comic in the Special Collections.
“It’s really interesting for students to actually
see the evolution of comics and to see its racist
history,” Godfrey said. “In the 1960s, you have
these, sort of, semi-progressive attempts to
create Black characters, but a lot of really racist
imagery kind of lingers.”
Along with examining the evolution of Black
comics written by white creators and artists,
Godfrey said her class also analyzes how Black
artists and creators are taking control of the
genre — and how they’re doing it.
“For students to be able to spend time in class
thinking seriously about our culture, it’s not only
joyful and kind of brings seriousness to stuff that
they enjoy,” Godfrey said. “I think it also helps
them go back out in the world and think more
critically about the world that they encounter.”
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Flota said that although he’s had only
brief interactions in which
students interact with the
comics, he does
notice a “sense of
awe” among them,
w h e t h e r i t ’s
about how old
the comic books
are or if they’re
profitable.
“The reactions
that I was
noticing from
students are
often
just
c u r i o s i t y ,” Fl o t a
said. “It took four
decades to get just
even a solid beginning point, to have Black
representation in comics.”
Steven Holloway, the director of metadata
strategies at JMU Libraries, is in charge of
helping students utilize the search option in
the library catalog. He met Flota on his first
day at JMU in 2013, and he said Flota made
a strong impression on him. He and Flota
worked together to design a digital humanities
class using comic books from the Bradley and
Brian Flota Comic Book Collection, named
after Brian and his father, Bradley.
“The Bradley and Brian Flota collection is
a sizable one that I and my staff have devoted
a good many hours over the last several years
processing it,” Holloway said. “I’m grateful to
Brian for being the extraordinary conversation
partner that he is.”
Holloway said he and Flota co-taught the
digital humanities class devoted to comic
books in 2018, which included walking
students through the comic books they
both had. Students were taught a number of
techniques to analyze the comic books and
how to use big data tools like IBM Watson
to generate personality profiles of the comic

book characters.
“It was a lot of fun,” Holloway said. “It
was a lot of work in general,
but I think the class got
quite a bit out of it.”
Holloway and
his staff are in
charge of turning
the comic books
into bibliographic
records, which he
said can be hard at
times because JMU
has one of the few
collections of comic
books devoted to Black
studies in the country.
He said the Bradley and Brian
Flota comic book collection
made it possible to find a comic book based
upon demographic tagging.
“It’s a perilous but necessary thing to do,”
Holloway said. “It’s caused me to rethink the
mission that I and people like me [have] with
my skills in the library.”
As for his comic book donations to JMU
libraries, Flota said he hopes the community
can have better access to comics and to a
wide variety of comics not only based on
superheroes but Black studies, media studies
and the visual arts. When asked why he didn’t
choose to place the comic books in a museum
instead of a library, Flota said he felt more
comfortable having the comic books placed
at a university because it’d enhance the use of
the books by students and faculty members.
“It’s a field that is still developing and
building,” Flota said. “Just having a place where
that research can take off, I think, is a good thing.”
CONTACT Kylee Toland at tolandkm@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.

Flota donated his father’s collection, an estimated 8,000 comic books, to JMU Special
Collections to educate students. Matt Young / The Breeze
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‘James MadiS N’
JMU Athletics officially announces
move to the Sun Belt conference
from page 1

Bourne looked down at the football, then
settled down on the stage with Sun Belt
commissioner Keith Gill, JMU President
Jonathan Alger and former Vice President
Charlie King.
At the end of the day, Bourne was still
smiling — he got JMU Athletics to the FBS.

Thursday, November 11, 2021

Why JMU?

In the last few weeks leading up to JMU’s
acceptance of an invitation to join the Sun
Belt, Gill said he looked at the location and
what assets each school brought to the
conference that he accepted. Gill said that
while JMU was an FCS school, it makes the
conference better on both a regional and
national scale.
Both Gill and Bourne said repeatedly
during the announcement that regional
rivalries were a driving realignment factor.
Gill was formerly the athletic director at
Richmond and said he knew what JMU could
bring and even referred to himself as a “scout”
when it came to adding JMU Athletics.
“I think [being at Richmond] actually gave
me some insights about what JMU was,” Gill
said. “You almost need to be in the region to
understand the power of the reach of JMU,
so I think my time at Richmond really gave
me some good insights to what this program
could bring to the Sun Belt.”
With the Dukes’ addition, the Sun Belt will
be split into East and West Divisions. That
prevents JMU from traveling to Texas State
every year and keeps them in the East with
Coastal Carolina, Marshall, Old Dominion,
Georgia Southern, Georgia State and
Appalachian State. Bourne emphasized how
he likes that because it keeps the studentathletes in the classroom more.
Gill also said JMU was a good choice because
of its facilities and programs. He mentioned
how impressed he was with the AUBC,
Bridgeforth Stadium and Veterans Memorial
Park. He added that the basketball arena was
already one of the best in the conference.
“You can tell that JMU was committed to
athletics,” Gill said. “I think [JMU’s] investment
in the facilities makes a difference.”
While Gill said media deals weren’t a
driving factor to adding the Dukes, Bourne
said he was a fan of the Sun Belt’s media
deal with ESPN. With regional rivalries
emphasized above all other factors, Bourne
said that if the move happened, it had to be
the right fit — and early signs indicate that it
is, he said.

“I really feel like when our teams transition
into the league, they’ll be competitive,”
Bourne said. “I think that will manifest itself
when we travel to their sites.”

The numbers behind it

A move to the FBS isn’t a cheap venture,
and JMU Athletics has spent years reviewing
the financial implications of the move, Bourne
said. The realignment will change various
aspects of the athletics department over the
coming years, all to follow the Cox Bill —
legislation that requires a limit on student fees
funding NCAA athletics programs. Currently,
JMU Athletics’ budget would need to decrease
funding from student fees by 24% to meet the
maximum 55% mandated by the bill.
To make the required funding, JMU will
begin its financial transition July 1, 2024, for
a five-year window ending June 30, 2029.
During that time, various sporting budgets
will see yearly incremental increases,
including ticketing and sponsorships.
First, the Dukes will pay a one-time fee of
$1.25 million to the CAA as an exit fee — $1
million for the CAA, and $250,000 for football.
The fee is projected to be paid off by June 30,
2022 — the end of the 2022 fiscal year.
Ticket sales for football and basketball are
projected to increase 8% by June 30, 2023,
then an additional 4% annually for club,
season and single game tickets. The current
ticket price for football’s general admission
is $20.
Finally, JMU football head coach Curt
Cignetti will see a salary increase of $225,000
over the next three years; the football assistant
salary pool will also increase $378,00 over the
same timeframe.

Major changes ahead

For most of JMU Athletics, the move to the
Sun Belt will just mean playing new teams and
competing at a higher level for a conference
crown. Football, however, is a different story.
JMU will transition most of its sports to the
Sun Belt on July 1, 2022. JMU football isn’t set
to be a full Sun Belt member until 2024. In
step with other schools moving from the FCS
to the FBS, JMU will play a hybrid schedule
during fall 2022. It typically takes two years
for a school to fully transition to playing FBS
football, so JMU will play a mix of FCS and
FBS oppenents the first year, then primarily
FBS teams — but the Dukes won’t have bowl
eligibility their second year.
JMU football also gets to offer more
scholarships with the move. Right now, FCS
scholarships are capped at 63, although up
to 85 players can be on a team. In the FBS, all

Jeff Bourne holds a Sun Belt football. Courtney Ryder / The Breeze

85 of those slots can be full scholarships, but
King said they’re going to be spaced out over
the next several years to ensure stability.
Another big difference between the CAA
and the Sun Belt is the media deal landscape.
Right now, JMU broadcasts on FloSports,
the CAA streaming service. The Sun Belt
uses ESPN and ESPN+ as streaming services
instead. Bourne said he’s excited about this,
as ESPN is a service that broadcasts many
conferences, while FloSport’s main revenue
service is the CAA.

Athletic stories

Two JMU head coaches were thrown into
the spotlight at realignment announcement
— men’s basketball head coach Mark
Byington and field hockey head coach Christy
Morgan. Both coaches have experience with
Sun Belt programs — Byington comes from
Georgia Southern, and Morgan comes from
Old Dominion University.
“There’s gonna be a lot of familiarity for
me,” Byington said. “I’ve got two guys on the
team that have also played in this league, so
it’s different.”
JMU and ODU are already rivals, playing
regularly in field hockey and basketball
almost every season. Now the two won’t only
continue to play yearly but the games will
count toward their Sun Belt records.
Additionally, field hockey, lacrosse and
swim & dive will all find new homes — getting
the chance to continue their seasons in a new
conference. There’s been speculation that the
teams could go to the Big East, but talks are
still very early, lacrosse head coach Shelley
Klaes said. These teams won’t be going to
the Sun Belt because the conference doesn’t
currently sponsor those sports.
The instatement of men’s soccer into
the Sun Belt may create one of the most
competitive conferences in the country.
With 2020 defending national champions
Marshall, nationally ranked JMU and ODU’s
rich history, the three additions will create

rivalries of grand proportions. JMU lost 6-1 to
Marshall in this fall’s season opener.
“We were really sad to see men’s soccer go
away when we had to discontinue it because
of the sports changing,” Gill said. “To bring it
back at this level is going to be awesome. It’ll
be four ranked teams and really powerful.”
For JMU, four of the seven teams in the
East division are within a five-hour driving
distance — Marshall, Appalachian State,
ODU and Coastal Carolina.
The Sun Belt expands JMU’s market, giving
the Dukes the chance to regularly go West for
competition, and there are nonconference
options for other FBS schools in every sport
— not just football.

Getting excited

There’s no doubt about it — the athletics
administration is excited about the move.
Describing it as a “weight off my shoulders,”
Bourne said he knows this was the right
decision for JMU and the future of its athletic
programs.
Coaches and players alike are still focused
on this season, but the department’s buzzing
with anticipation about the pending move.
Playing new teams and feeling the Sun Belt’s
warmth has been a new emphasis for head
coaches as well.
“I do think it’s a good league,” O’Regan
said. “We’ve got to continue to grow it.”
The fans’ reaction were also one of
excitement during a time out at JMU football’s
homecoming game versus Campbell on Nov.
6. When the Sun Belt logo appeared, a roar of
approval rang throughout the stadium.
“We expect to walk in and be competitive
right from the beginning,” Bourne said. “JMU’s
not competing for fourth or fifth [place] in the
league; we’re competing to be right at the top.”

CONTACT Savannah Reger and Madison
Hricik at breezesports@gmail.com. For more
realignment coverage, follow the sports desk
on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Redshirt sophomore thrower Shelby Staib (center) gathers with JMU athletes at Bridgeforth Stadium on Nov. 6 to protest the CAA's ban on JMU. Megan Bradshaw / The Breeze

'Everyone was blindsided'

The Breeze examines the impacts of the CAA ban on JMU
from BLINDSIDED, page 1

But what exactly is this bylaw, and why
doesn’t it affect football?
Put simply, CAA football is an entirely
separate entity working under a different
set of regulations from the rest of the
CAA, which oversees all other sports the
conference sponsors. It’s the reason JMU
needed an additional $250,000 to fully
leave the CAA, and it’s the same reason
why JMU football can earn an automatic
playoff bid, but no other JMU team can.
This isn’t the first time football’s bylaw
has been enforced during a realignment
wave. Old Dominion University dealt with
the same issue in 2013 during its move
to Conference USA. Similar to JMU, the
Monarchs pushed back but, during the
appeal, other CAA teams — including JMU
— voted against ODU’s participation in the
conference's post season and to enforce
the bylaw.
Despite this, JMU Athletics says there
should be new consideration into the
decision, citing COVID-19 and its effect on
student-athlete competition.

The initial outrage

Immediate impact

While the CAA ban will impact every CAA
sport except football this year, the two currently
most affected by it are men’s soccer and
volleyball.
JMU men’s soccer was set to host the CAA
tournament this weekend at Sentara Park.
Before the conference announced that the
Dukes couldn’t compete, men's soccer already
clinched a spot in the tournament, and they
were preparing to host. Now, men’s soccer
can’t play or host.
JMU volleyball faces a similar situation.
While they’re not hosting the CAA tournament,
the Dukes sit atop of the CAA standings
with Towson heading into the season's last
weekend. Before the league's announcement,
volleyball had also clinched a spot in the CAA
tournament they now can’t compete in.
A similarity between men’s soccer's and
volleyball’s case is that neither of them knew
a ban was coming heading into the year.
With men’s and women’s basketball’s season
beginning after the ban, respectively, both
teams, while on short notice, are aware of it.
For men’s soccer and volleyball, that wasn’t the
case.
“I’m glad we’re going to Hofstra ... It’ll be
interesting, though, because the men’s soccer
tournament is now there,” Steinbrecher said.
“[The field] is right outside the door from the
volleyball facility … I don’t know what it will be
like, but I think there will be emotions.”
JMU softball, women’s tennis and women’s
golf were all set to defend conference titles
and no longer have the opportunity to do so.
Softball, lacrosse and women’s basketball all
lost the opportunity to host CAA tournaments,
and now they need “style points” from winning
by large margins in order to qualify for the
NCAA tournament without the chance of

winning a conference title.
With protests, petitions and more, it doesn’t
look like the fight between JMU and the CAA
will end in the near future.
The commissioner of the Sun Belt
Conference, Keith Gill, even weighed in:
“I think that anytime you’re disenfranchising
student-athletes, you should think about that
decision. No student made this choice, and no
student should be penalized for this choice.”

Chances at
program history

Some records were meant to be broken.
Others? Not so much. For JMU athletics,
multiple sports were on track to make history
this season and break records.
JMU swim & dive also lost the chance to win the
CAA again as a team — this time, the chance to
win its fifth-straight conference title and build off
the history it made last season. For the first time in
program history, swim & dive pulled off the class
sweep, winning its fourth championship in a row
last March. The team as a whole can’t defend its
title, but individual swimmers and divers can still
win individual awards.
Junior diver Felicity Ryan, men’s basketball
redshirt freshman guard Terrell Strickland,
senior tennis player Amanda Nord and redshirt
junior distance runner Sinead Sargeant started
a petition and wrote a letter on the behalf of
student-athletes to the CAA on the ban.
Finish the story at breezejmu.org
CONTACT Savannah Reger & Madison
Hricik at breezesports@gmail.com. For
more coverage, follow the sports desk on
Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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The student-athletes were told about
the decision two days after the appeal was
rejected. A mandatory meeting was called
in the evening where coaches and JMU
athletics administration explained what
happened to the student-athletes.
The reaction was a wave of frustration,
sadness and anger.
“It was a hard meeting,” JMU men’s
basketball head coach Mark Byington said.
“Everything we prepare for is for that at the
end of the season.”
Many student-athletes cried, others were

yelling and some were purely confused.
The first instinct for many of the athletes
was to share their frustrations on social
media. Many posted tweets exclaiming
their distaste for the conference’s decision;
and former JMU athletes including JMU
quarterback Ben DiNucci (2018-19) and
softball third baseman Lindsey Meeks
(2018-21) did the same.
“I am absolutely heartbroken for all JMU
athletes right now. JMU had a major part of
putting the CAA on the map on a National
level in all sports and now [you’re] not
letting them compete? #CAALetThemPlay,”
Meeks wrote on Twitter.
Multiple coaches said much of the
student-athletes’ emotions translated onto
the field and court, with athletes stepping
up and channeling their energy in their
next performance. JMU women’s basketball
junior guard Kiki Jefferson was a specific
example, head coach Sean O’Regan said.
“It’s such a short window … And that’s
disappointing for her,” O’Regan said. “She
was the most crushed out of anybody … She
just didn’t understand, and I had to coach
up on her. But I told her after Thursday’s
practice, ‘You practice like that, there’s not
going to be anybody that can touch you.’”
The reaction was only the start of the
Dukes’ unification. A growing sense of unity
for the right to compete manifested into
the social media hashtags #LetUsPlayCAA
and #AthletesUnite. The two hashtags
became major factors in JMU swim & dive
junior Felicity Ryan’s plan to fight against
the ruling her own way.
“It was really disappointing when we
heard the CAA decided to uphold the
bylaw,” Ryan said. “I just held onto hope
that they would revote or make a change in
their decision.”
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Libero central
JMU libero depth
becomes key for future

In volleyball, defensive specialists are the
first to contact the ball once it’s served into
play. They steady the offense and determine
whether the team will have a chance to
score — the offense relies on the back line
to control the ball and set the hitters up for
success.
Senior defensive specialist and libero
Savannah Marshall can handle that pressure.
Marshall is a natural leader — she said being
a business management major helps with
that. However, Marshall, a Virginia Beach
native, wasn’t always planning on being a
Duke.
“My original plan was to go to South
Carolina,” Marshall said, “[but] they had this
whole coaching change.”
When Marshall decommitted from South
Carolina, she took a semester off for what
would’ve been her first semester of college
and worked at a local TJ Maxx and Food Lion
to make extra cash. After visiting a friend —
JMU freshman outside hitter Liv Crawley
— and stopping by Sinclair Gymnasium to
watch Crawley and the Dukes play, Marshall
caught the attention of then-associate head
coach Casey Steinbrecher, who got to work
with head coach Lauren Steinbrecher on
recruiting her.
“We liked her before she committed to
South Carolina,” Lauren said. “When she
opened it back up, we made sure we got in
touch with her.”
Marshall said the friendliness of her
teammates made the transition to JMU
easier and that they helped her relax and
enjoy the experience. Now, in her senior
year, she wants to make sure she does the
same for her younger teammates, including
fellow freshmen defensive specialists Jaydyn
Clemmer and Madilyn O’Toole.
“They’re kind of at the age where they’re
focusing on their skills, and that’s affecting
how they are,” Marshall said; she enjoys “just
being able to be there for them and let them
know there’s so much more to life.”
Marshall, Clemmer and O’Toole have
formed a rock-solid back line this season —
the three have a combined total of 644 digs.
“All three [are] exceptional,” Lauren
said. “They each have their roles that they
do fantastic in, and each role is extremely
important — I don’t know what I would do
without any of the three of them.”
Clemmer and O’Toole have each other
to lean on as they navigate their first year of
college together. O’Toole said Marshall has
also been a big help and that she’s always
there to talk, offer advice or help her relax.
“[Marshall] wants to see us succeed,
and her presence on the court is really
nice because if we’re struggling, she’ll
always be there to help us — she boosts my
confidence,” O’Toole said. “It’s really nice
[having Clemmer] because we’re kind of

going through it together. We relate to each
other.”
O’Toole grew up in Kentucky, but Clemmer
is a Virginia native and said she was raised
going to JMU football games and has always
loved the school. Now, she’s in the same
shoes as the athletes she grew up watching
from the sidelines.
“I didn’t know that JMU was an option for
me to play volleyball until I started getting
recruited,” Clemmer said. “I just loved the
coaches and I loved the girls on the team, and
I had such a good visit when I came. I just felt
like I would be happiest here.”
Marshall said she’s appreciating every
moment of her final season. She’s also
helping Clemmer and O’Toole, as they’ll
likely fill her shoes when she’s gone.
“Having them is just so fun,” Marshall
said. “I know it’s easy to get competition in
your position, but I think taking them under
my wing and just being [more of ] a friend
than anything to them just makes it more
enjoyable; they have so much potential, and
they’re so good.”
Marshall said winning the CAA
championship would've been a nice way to
wrap up her four years at JMU — mirroring,
in a way, how it started. The ruling by the CAA
to ban JMU from competing in postseason
tournaments, following acceptance of an
invitation from the Sun Belt Conference, took
that opportunity from Marshall.
“[My goal this week] is just to have fun,”
Marshall said. “Why go out on a bad note
given the situation? [Having] good energy in
practice, good vibes — and then going into
the weekend and bringing that — that’d be
the best way to go out.”
Marshall will play one last weekend series with
JMU volleyball Nov. 13-14 at Hofstra. The Dukes
enter the weekend with a 16-6 (10-4 CAA) record
and are currently the No. 2 seed in the conference.
CONTACT Courtney Ryder at ryderce@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more volleyball coverage,
follow the sports desk on Twitter @
TheBreezeSports.

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Fictional hero
raised by apes
7 URL letters after
two slashes
10 Prefix meaning
“huge”
14 Single-celled
creature
15 “So I was right all
along”
16 Pizza cooker
17 *Swing from the
get-go
20 Bonuses for the
waitstaff
21 Whitewater ride
22 Mookie of the
Dodgers
23 *Well-made
25 Make amends
29 Wallach or
Whitney
30 *Early pudginess
usually lost by
one’s teens
33 Go out, as the
tide
35 Econ. yardstick
38 Timeworn phrase
39 In the same
family
41 Dined
42 Can metal
43 *Continue to
avoid, as alcohol
44 Pigs out (on),
briefly
46 Bird homes
47 *“Don’t go yet”
54 Lou Grant
portrayer Ed
55 __-Rooter
56 Worker protection
org.
60 Bumping into
someone, say ...
and what the end
of each answer to
a starred clue can
have?
63 Clark at the Daily
Planet
64 NW corner key
65 __ versus nurture
66 Valuable rocks
67 5G __: mobile
standard
68 Eats into
DOWN
1 Diplomat’s asset
2 Mine, in Metz
3 Blowout victory

11/8/21

By Jerry Edelstein

4 Pizzazz quartet
5 Blood-typing
letters
6 Tiny Pacific
republic near the
equator
7 Pancake cousin
8 Wood shavers
9 What happy tails
do
10 Roadside
overnight stop
11 Broadway
role played by
Madonna in film
12 Restroom label
13 Common teen
phase
18 Mai __
19 “His Dark
Materials”
channel
23 Are suited for
24 Dalai Lama’s land
25 Palindromic
“SOS” pop group
26 Sharp-tasting
27 Bassoon relative
28 “Miracle” NL
team of 1969, on
scoreboards
31 Farewell to
Felipe
32 Most easily
chewed, as meat
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34 Not at all spicy
35 Sporty
Pontiacs
36 Nimble-fingered
37 Some emailed
files
40 Sailor’s yes
45 Wall-mounted
light
47 Amusingly
eccentric
48 Son of Jacob
49 Silly

11/8/21

50 Campers’
shelters
51 Joan of __
52 Not Rx
53 “... said __ ever”
56 Aware of, as a
plot
57 Kind of poker
58 “__ we go again!”
59 Greek war god
61 Electric fish
62 Former EgyptSyria confed.
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MADISON
MARKETPLACE

Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only listings are FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals
and more using our online placement tool.
Ads run two weeks online and in two print editions.

SERVICES

Eastern Mennonite School is
looking for host families for one
semester

Eastern Mennonite School is looking
for one or two families to host two of
our international students from South
Korea. Both students are female, one
is a senior and one is a freshman in
high school. They are currently both
in a home together. The family they
are staying with is expecting their first
baby in January! We want this couple
to be able to focus on being parents of
a newborn (and it’s an EMS policy not
to place high school students in a home
with very young children). This need
will be from January until school ends in
early June. Host families get a monthly
stipend. Being a host family is a great
way to experience cultural exchange and
welcome an international student into
your home. It is also a great opportunity
to develop lifelong friendships and
connections, as well as representing
your community internationally. Some
of the host family responsibilities are
to provide a bed/bedroom, meals and
transportation to and from school and
extracurricular activities as needed.
ozcane@easternmennonite.org

JOBS

Moving Assistance

Seeking someone with a truck to help
with moving from Massanutten to
Staunton first week of December. Boxes
and goods will be packed already. We
need assistance loading, transporting
and unloading the boxes. There is no
furniture to move. Compensation
open for negotiation. Please call (845)
444-4491

Part-Time Job Opportunity - Travel
Specialist
Do you want a fun part-time customer
service position that allows you to
interact with patrons visiting the
Hardesty-Higgins House Visitor
Center and local area? If so, the City of
Harrisonburg’s Tourism Department’s
Travel Specialist position may be the
right job for you! Find out more/apply
online at: https://www.harrisonburgva.
gov/employment. EOE.

House Cleaning

Elderly couple in Penn Laird (15 min
drive/6 miles from campus) seeking a
capable and trustworthy college student
for house cleaning. Good pay! Make
your own hours. Call 540-289-6181 leave
message or email spalrose@gmail.com

Career Opportunity - Engineering
Trainee

Do you want to utilize your engineering
knowledge/skills to make a difference
in the local community and enhance
the quality of life for citizens? If so,
the City of Harrisonburg Public Works
Department’s Engineering Trainee
may be the right career opportunity
for you! Find out more/apply online
at: https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

City of Harrisonburg Custodian
Senior Career Opportunity

Do you want a job with the City of
Harrisonburg that helps project a friendly
image to our citizens, employees and
others? If so, the Custodian Senior
position may be the right opportunity
for you! Find out more/apply online
at: https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

Part-Time Job Opportunity Customer Service Specialist (YearRound)

Do you want to utilize your customer
service skills and abilities to make
a difference for citizens and guests
visiting City facilities? If so, the City of
Harrisonburg’s Parks and Recreation
Department’s Customer Service
Specialist position may be the right
career for you! Find out more/apply
online at: https://www.harrisonburgva.
gov/employment. EOE.

Job Opportunity - Custodian Senior
(Part-Time)

Do you want a job with the City of
Harrisonburg that helps project a friendly
image to our citizens, employees and
others? If so, the Custodian Senior
position in the Parks and Recreation
Department may be the right opportunity
for you! Find out more and apply online
at: https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

Hiring immediately for Product
Demonstrators who will promote,
share samples and information
about products to members.

Hiring Part Time Product Demonstrators
What You Do: • Interact with customers
and management • Prepare and
demonstrate food and non-food vendor
products • Generate brand awareness
and positive product impressions. We
Offer: • Immediate, part time positions
• Flexible hours • Sales incentives • ADP
PayActiv $12.65/HR Apply (https://
careers.advanta…/job/?req_id=2021388681)

The JMU Athletics Communications Department
is looking for a student to assist with photographing
intercollegiate sports during the 2021-2022 school
year. Students must be degree-seeking students,
enrolled on at least a half-time basis (6 credits
for undergraduate and 5 credits for graduate),
and be willing to work nights and weekends.
For more information, qualiﬁcations, and to apply,
please go to https://joblink.jmu.edu/postings/9864
or visit joblink.jmu.edu and reference posting
number “J1803.”
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Post your ad at
BreezeJMU.org/classifieds
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JMU

• RENOVATED CLUBHOUSES •
• NEW HARDWOOD FLOORS •
• UPDATED APARTMENTS •

APPLY FREE ONLINE

THEHILLSJMU

540.432.0600 | LIVE-THEHILLS.COM

